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Abstract Fully coupled global climate model experiments are performed using the Community Climate
System Model version 4.0 (CCSM4) for preindustrial, present, and future climate to study the effects of
realistic land surface initializations on subseasonal to seasonal climate forecasts. Model forecasts are
verified against model control simulations (perfect model experiments), thus overcoming to some extent
issues of uncertainties in the observations and/or model parameterizations. Findings suggest that realistic
land surface initialization is important for climate predictability at subseasonal to seasonal time scales.
We found the highest predictability for soil moisture, followed by evapotranspiration, temperature, and
precipitation. The predictability is highest for the 16 to 30 days forecast period, and it progressively
decreases for the second and third month forecasts. We found significant changes in the spatial distributions
of temperature predictability in the present and future climate compared to the preindustrial climate,
although the spatial average changes for North America were rather small (<10%). To attribute the
potential cause of changes in land-driven temperature predictability, they are correlated with the
changes in land related climate metrics. The changes in temperature predictability are positively (0.40),
and negatively (�0.35) correlated with the changes in nonrainy days evaporative fraction, and changes
in dryness index respectively. From this result, the hypothesis arises that wetter conditions favor higher
land-driven temperature predictability in North America. We tested the hypothesis by rearranging the
predictability experiment ensembles and found support for the hypothesis in the midlatitude regions and
short-term forecasts (16 to 30 days).

1. Introduction

Intraseasonal to interannual (ISI) climate variability has profound societal impacts. For example, the 2010
Russian heat wave caused an estimated death toll of 55,000 and soaring wheat prices around the world, while
concurrent heavy flooding in Pakistan directly affected 20 million people [Barriopedro et al., 2011; Hong et al.,
2011]. ISI climate predictability is possible due to memory in the ocean and land components of the climate
system [Charney and Shukla, 1981]. The strong role of the ocean, particularly related to the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) in the tropical Pacific, has long been recognized. More recently, the significant impact of
antecedent land surface conditions on ISI forecast skill has been shown [e.g., Koster et al., 2010].

The land surface interacts with the atmosphere through the surface radiation budget, e.g., the ratio of reflected
to incident solar radiation (surface albedo), and the partitioning of net radiation into evapotranspiration and
sensible heat fluxes (Bowen ratio). Root zone soil moisture is a major state variable representing land surface
conditions. Studies have found both positive and negative feedback loops for soil moisture-precipitation
interactions; the soil moisture and temperature feedbacks are rather positive (see Seneviratne et al. [2010] for
an extensive literature review). Evapotranspiration is a major pathway for land-atmosphere interactions
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[Dirmeyer et al., 2006]. The transition zones between wet and dry climate regions form “hot spot” regions for
these interactions [Koster et al., 2004].

The “soil moisturememory” of the land surface provides a pathway to affect climate forecasts. Koster et al. [2010]
found that realistic land surface initialization can improve subseasonal climate forecasts. Modeling-based
studies also found a large intermodel spread in land-atmosphere coupling strength and land-driven forecast
skill [Koster et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2006; Koster et al., 2012]. Comparing model results with observations
provides the lower bounds of land-driven climate predictability due to uncertainties in observations as well
as the uncertainties and limitations in model parameterizations [Koster et al., 2012]. Comparing model forecasts
with model control simulations (perfect model experiments) is expected to provide the upper bound of
land-driven climate predictability. The first objective of the study is to explore land-driven climate predictability
using perfect model experiments (described later).

The perfect model experiments also have disadvantages, e.g., results are dependent on the model used and
parameterization deficiency may introduce spurious predictability. For example, Dirmeyer et al. [2013a] found
that phenology scheme for the tropical grasses introduce spurious predictability at low-latitude regions
during dry seasons. Hence, due caution is needed while interpreting the results. Despite its shortcomings, the
perfect model experiments are a widely used framework in predictability studies, cf. Holland et al. [2013] and
Tietsche et al. [2014] for sea ice predictability.

Land surface conditions are projected to change significantly in the future climate [e.g., Dirmeyer et al.,
2013b]. Seneviratne et al. [2006] found that under global warming scenarios the land-atmosphere
interactions can contribute to increased temperature variability over Europe. Climate models project a
general drying of soil moisture that can limit evapotranspiration, thereby affecting temperature variability
in future climate [Seneviratne et al., 2010; Dirmeyer et al., 2013b]. Using sensitivity experiments from CMIP5
(Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) climate models, Seneviratne et al. [2013] found that soil
moisture-atmosphere interaction is likely to have greater impacts on temperature extremes than on mean
temperature. Thus, land-atmosphere interactions can contribute to more severe heat waves in the future
climate. Our second objective is to quantify changes in land-driven climate predictability using perfect
model experiments.

The underlying physical mechanisms that can potentially contribute to changes in land-driven climate
predictability are far less understood. For example, Dirmeyer et al. [2013a] found that land-driven climate
predictability does not follow the increased land-atmosphere coupling strength in the global warming
scenarios. Guo and Dirmeyer [2013] found that interannual variability in land-atmosphere coupling
strength is enhanced in the dry (wet) climate regions during wet (dry) years. Using sensitivity experiments

Figure 1. Schematic of the predictability experiment design in a changing climate. In each climate, C1 to C15 represent
total 15 cases that include five El Niño, five neutral, and five La Niña conditions.
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with a coupled land-atmosphere model, Kim and Wang [2012] found that the impact of a dry soil moisture
anomaly persists longer than the impacts of a wet soil moisture anomaly. Climate models project
increased precipitation and drier land surface conditions in global warming scenarios [e.g.,Maloney et al.,
2014; Dirmeyer et al., 2013b], which might result in land-modulated changes in climate predictability.
The third objective of this study is to enhance our understanding of changes in land-driven climate
predictability. Here we study the correlations between the changes in land-driven climate predictability
and the changes in land-related climate metrics, propose a hypothesis that land surface contributions
to climate predictability are higher for wetter conditions, and test the hypothesis in perfect model experiments.
We describe the model experiments, soil moisture scheme, predictability metric, and land-related climate
variables in section 2. Results for land-driven climate predictability and the effects of climate change are
described in section 3. In section 4we present a discussion on the effect of model biases on the results, as well as
relevance of the result to operational forecast systems. Conclusions from this study are presented in section 5.

2. Methodology
2.1. Model Experiments

We performed a series of climate forecast experiments using realistic and randomized land surface
initializations for three distinct climate periods: (1) preindustrial (circa 1850), (2) present day (circa 2000), and
(3) future (circa 2100). A schematic of the experimental design is shown in Figure 1 (see Straus et al. [2013] for
details). We employed the fully coupled Community Climate SystemModel version 4.0 (CCSM4) at 0.9° × 1.25°
spatial resolution. The CCSM4 historical climate simulation captures the major-observed climatic features
such as the observed warming trend, frequency of ENSO variability, and declining Arctic sea ice extent [Gent
et al., 2012] and is among the best performing climate models in CMIP5 [Knutti et al., 2013]. Transient land
use/cover change is prescribed in the land component [Lawrence et al., 2011, 2012].

In this study, the 8.5W/m2 representative concentration pathway (RCP 8.5) is used for the future climate
scenario. RCP8.5 has the highest emission/impact of the various scenarios [Moss et al., 2010] and has
the greatest potential to provide the strongest predictability change signal (if any). A 50 year control run
for each climate period with fixed anthropogenic forcing is taken as the predictand, thus overcoming
to some extent the problem of uncertainties in observations and/or model parameterizations (the perfect
model experiments).

For each climate period, seasonal predictability experiments are performed for five El Niño, La Niña, and
Neutral years (15 cases total; years selected to capture a broad range of climate conditions; Figure 1),
determined from the NINO3.4 index in the control runs (see Straus et al. [2013] for details). For each case, two
sets of predictability experiments (with 14-member ensemble each) are performed using (1) realistic land
surface initializations and (2) randomized land surface initializations. The land surface initializations refer to
initialization of all land state variables, e.g., soil moisture states in all 10 soil layers, the vegetation growth,
e.g., vegetation height and leaf area index, and surface snow depth. The atmosphere and ocean initial
conditions are the same in both the realistic and randomized land initialization set of experiments. In each
predictability experiment, 90 day “forecasts” are performed starting from 1 May, 1 June, and 1 July.

The realistic land initial conditions were constructed in two ways: (1) first seven members were constructed
by selecting the land state variables from the previous 7 days, i.e., each of previous 7 days provides a single
set of land initial conditions, e.g., 25 through 31 May for 1 June initialization, and (2) additional seven
members land initial conditions were derived by averaging the land states from adjacent days in previously
selected 7 days (e.g., 25–26 May through 31 May to 1 June). This was done to increase the ensemble size to
14, but still keeping the land conditions close to the initialization date. Thus, 14 realistic land initial conditions
are sampled from previous 7 days land conditions. The set of 14 randomized land initial conditions were
derived by selecting land conditions from the same calendar day but from different years, i.e., the remaining
14 years out of total 15 selected years. For example, randomized land initial conditions for 1 June 1212 will be
obtained from 1 June land conditions in years 1204, 1207, 1215, 1218, 1226, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1237, 1240,
1242, 1244, and 1246; where these 15 years (including 1212) are total 15 cases in 1850 climate; years
correspond to a 1300 year control simulation (identifier: b40.1850.track1.1 deg.006, simulation performed by
National Center for Atmospheric Research) forced by 1850 level preindustrial greenhouse gases and land use.
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The preindustrial simulations in this study were branched off at year 1201 (see Straus et al. [2013] and
Dirmeyer et al. [2013a] for details).

Results for land-driven climate predictability in North America are presented in this study. This excludes the
spurious predictability regions in the Southern Hemisphere’s subtropics [Dirmeyer et al., 2013a]. Furthermore,
previous studies, e.g., Douville [2004] and Koster et al. [2010], have found significant land-driven climate
predictability in North America.

2.2. Soil Moisture Scheme

The land component of CCSM4, the Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4) has a 10-layer variable depth
soil moisture scheme from the surface to 3.5m. The soil moisture scheme is part of detailed hydrology
parameterization which includes canopy interception, through fall, canopy evaporation, transpiration, snow
processes, surface and subsurface runoff, water table dynamics, and soil moisture distributions which refer
to water availability or soil-water content in different layers [Oleson et al., 2010]. The soil moisture distributions
are governed by the meteorological inputs such as infiltration at the soil surface, water movements through
different soil layers using Darcy’s law, soil properties, evaporative demands by plants, and groundwater
dynamics. CLM4 solves the one-dimensional Richard’s equation with the modifications described by Zeng
and Decker [2009] to account for truncation error [Lawrence et al., 2011]. Soil properties like the hydraulic
conductivity and soil matric potential are a function of soil texture and volumetric soil water. The groundwater
component is modeled as an unconfined aquifer with a varying water table depth, which can be below or
within the soil column [Niu et al., 2007; Lawrence et al., 2011]. The subsurface drainage is a function of water
table depth, which is a prognostic variable in the model.

A soil column (or CLM4 grid cell) can share several plant functional types to account for vegetation
heterogeneity at the surface. A plant functional type describes vegetation structure in terms of leaf
properties, canopy heights, and root distributions [Bonan et al., 2002; Oleson et al., 2010]. There are 16 plant
functional types in CLM4. It also has a prognostic seasonal cycle of vegetation evolution, emergence and
senescence of leaves, and vegetation heights based on the Biome-biogeochemical cycle model [Thornton
et al., 2002; Thornton and Rosenbloom, 2005]. The water demands by vegetation (evapotranspiration) are
modulated by the meteorological conditions, plant functional types, root distributions, and the soil water
availability in the root zone. Thus, plant functional types and their seasonal evolution affect soil moisture
distribution and persistence of anomalies in the soil column.

2.3. Predictability Metric

The signal to noise ratio is used as a predictability metric [Shukla et al., 2000]. Statistical significance is based
on f ratio tests of the null hypothesis that the climate forecasts are indistinguishable between realistic and
randomized land surface initial condition forecasts. Rejection of the null hypothesis at the 95% confidence
level indicates that the land-driven climate predictability is significant.

The f ratio is calculated in the following way. The forecasts from the atmosphere-ocean-only (randomized
land initializations, referred to as AO) and the atmosphere-ocean-land (realistic land initializations, referred to
as AOL) predictability experiment forecasts (y) have the following statistical representations:

yAOe1n ¼ μAO
n þ ϵAOe1n (1)

yAOLe2n ¼ μAOL
n þ ϵAOLe2n (2)

where μ is the signal part (associated with soil memory), and ϵ is noise term; e1 = 1, 2, 3,……, E1 (Ensemble
size for AO case = 14); e2 = 1, 2, 3,……, E2 (Ensemble size in AOL = 14); and n= 1, 2,……, N (time period/cases
for which data are available = 15).

We assume that noise terms are independent with zeromean and common variance (σ2). Since the ensemble
data sets cover the same period, the null hypothesis is

μAO
1 ¼ μAOL

1 and μAO
2 ¼ μAOL

2 and……: μAO
N ¼ μAOL

N (3)

From 1 and 2, the ensemble mean forecasts are as follows:

yAO�n ¼ μAO
n þ ϵAO�n (4)

yAOL�n ¼ μAOL
n þ ϵAOL�n (5)
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where dot (�) indicates that the corresponding index has been averaged, ϵAO�n , and ϵAOL�n are independent with
zero mean and variances σ2/E1 and σ2/E2, respectively.

From standard methods it can be shown the null hypothesis can be rejected if

X
n
yAOL�n � yAO�n
� �2
S2pooled

*
E1E2

N E1þ E2ð Þ ≥ F0:05N; N E1þ E2�2ð Þ (6)

where S2pooled is the total variance of the noise term defined below, and F0:05N; N E1þ E2�2ð Þ is the 5% significance
threshold of an F distribution with N and N(E1 + E2 � 2) degrees of freedom.

S2pooled ¼
X

n

X
e1

yAOe1n � yAO�n
� �2 þ X

n

X
e2

yAOLe2n � yAOL�n
� �2

N E1þ E2� 2ð Þ (7)

A 6 day running average was applied to both the forecasts and the model control simulations (predictand) to
reduce the high-frequency variability generated due to internal climate variability and atmospheric
instability. The statistical significance test was applied to the forecast anomalies relative to the model control
simulations. After calculating the statistical significance for each day of the forecast (1 to 90 days), the
diagnostic for predictability is expressed as the total number of days for which the forecasts with realistic land
surface conditions are significantly different from the forecast using random land conditions.

The statistical significance of the difference in predictability between the two climate periods (e.g., 2000–1850)
is calculated by a bootstrap resampling (with replacement) of the preindustrial climate experiment’s data as
follows: 100 resamples of 15 realistic and random initializations cases (14× 2 ensemble each) with replacement
were generated. For example, if 1204, 1207, 1212, 1215, 1218, 1226, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1237, 1240, 1242, 1244,
and 1246 represent 15 years (15 cases) of 1 June initialization in 1850 climate, then one resampled set might
be as follows: 1232, 1218, 1212, 1212, 1218, 1231, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1237, 1204, 1242, 1244, and 1242. We do
not bootstrap ensemble members in a given case, e.g., year 1218. The predictability due to realistic land
surface initialization is assessed for each resample and the mean predictability is calculated by averaging the
predictability across 100 resamples. The range of predictability change relative to the mean predictability
is assessed for each location, i.e., for grid cell resample predictability minus the mean predictability. A
predictability change between two climates (e.g., 2000–1850) is considered significant if the change is
beyond the 95% range of the resampled data, i.e., either below the 2.5 percentile or above the 97.5
percentile. Note that these predictability experiments are computationally expensive, and therefore, it is not
feasible to run 100 random cases to assess the significance of predictability change. This is also a limitation
of this study as there will be several repeated cases in bootstrap resampling. It is shown later that our
methodology gives reasonable results.

2.4. Land-Related Climate Metrics

To help us understand how differences in land/climate conditions across the three climate periods affect
land-driven climate predictability, we utilize the following informative metrics.
2.4.1. Dryness Index (DI)
DI characterizes the mean hydroclimatological state based on the Budyko concept [Budyko, 1958]. DI is
defined as the ratio of climatological mean net surface radiation over mean precipitation.

DI ¼ E Rnety;m;d
� �

E Pcpy;m:d

� �
*λ

2
4

3
5 (8)

where, E( ) represent an expected value (average), Rnet is net radiation at the surface (Wm�2), Pcp is
precipitation (mmd�1), and λ is the latent heat of vaporization (J kg�1); y = 1 to 50 is the 50 years control
simulations in each climate, m = 1 to 12 is the each month in a year simulation, d=1 to 30 is the nominal
number of days in a month (m); DI is a unitless quantity. DI reflects the total evaporative power relative to the
total available water (assuming storage change = 0 for the climatological mean). DI less than 1.0 indicates
wet condition, and DI greater than 1.0 indicates of dry conditions. One drawback of the DI index is that it
is calculated using all months in the year (otherwise the zero storage change assumption is violated),
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and therefore does not isolate seasonal interactions. This may limit its value to a certain degree because
land-atmosphere interactions are strongest during boreal summer in the Northern Hemisphere.
2.4.2. Nonrainy Day Evaporative Fraction (EF_nrd)
The evaporative fraction for nonrainy days is calculated for each month (m):

EF_nrdð Þm ¼ E
Lhty;m;d

Lhty;m;d þ Shty;m:d
Pcpy;m;d ≤

1mm
day

; m

�����
�

(9)

where Lht and Sht are the latent and sensible heat flux for a given day and Pcp is the precipitation rate (mm/d).
EF_nrd exhibits significant differences between wet and dry regions (shown later). EF_nrd also carefully
takes out the days when land-atmosphere interactions are likely to be small or insignificant, such as cloudy
and rainy days [Tang and Leng, 2013].
2.4.3. Land-Atmosphere Terrestrial Coupling Index (TCI)
This index (Wm�2) is based onDirmeyer [2011] and is calculated as the slope of the linear regression between
daily latent heat flux and soil moisture (top 0.5m) in a given month and all the years multiplied by the
standard deviation of daily soil moisture in the given month, and all the years:

TCIm ¼ slope Lhty;m;d; SMy;m;d
	 
 � std SMy;m;d

	 
� �
mÞj�

(10)

Here SM represents soil moisture, and other notations are the same as discussed earlier. Top 0.5m soil
moisture is considered as root zone soil moisture in this study; which typically represents grass and crop plant
functional type root depth in CLM4. Dirmeyer [2011] found that TCI follows the regions where land-
atmosphere coupling is strong [Koster et al., 2004].

3. Results
3.1. Changes in Climate Variables and Comparison With CMIP5

Table 1 lists some basic land average global climate characteristics from the three periods in the CCSM4
simulations. Relative to the preindustrial climate, the CCSM4 present-day and future climates are 1.5°C and

Table 1. Basic and Derived Climate Variables in CCSM4 Climate Simulationsa

1850 2000–1850 2100–1850 1850 2000–1850 2100–1850

Variables Annual JJA

Global Land (75°S to 75°N)

Temperature (°C) 10.2 ± 0.71 1.5 ± 0.01 6.2 ±�0.06 16.7 ± 0.98 1.5 ± 0.02 6.1 ± 0.05
Precipitation
(mmmonth�1)

75.6 ± 13.1 [2.3 ± 8.0]% [11.3 ± 21.5]% 76.5 ± 25.2 [1.0 ± 5.5]% [7.0 ± 27.3]%

Evapotranspiration
(W m�2)

49.3 ± 4.0 [2.0 ± 8.5]% [5.1 ± 6.2]% 59.1 ± 7.4 [1.7 ± 7.7]% [3.0 ± 9.0]%

Soil moisture
(% of saturation)

53.3 ± 2.5 [�0.8 ± 4.8]% [�0.4 ±�3.9]% 51.5 ± 3.6 [�1.3 ± 4.1]% [�1.9 ±�3.5]%

Dryness index 1.54 �0.2% 3.4% Not Applicable

North America Land (10°N to 75°N, 50°W to 170°W)

Temperature (°C) 3.5 ± 1.03 1.8 ±�0.06 7.1 ±�0.12 16.7 ± 1.14 1.6 ± 0.05 6.5 ± 0.16
Precipitation
(mmmonth�1)

64.1 ± 10.1 [3.4 ± 0.1]% [11.2 ± 12.9]% 74.9 ± 19.0 [1.2 ± 0.2]% [0.2 ± 9.7]%

Evapotranspiration
(Wm�2)

40.5 ± 3.5 [4.1 ± 13.0]% [8.4 ± 16.6]% 70.3 ± 8.7 [3.8 ± 10.4]% [4.6 ± 17.1]%

Soil moisture
(% of saturation)

54.3 ± 2.4 [�0.7 ± 1.9]% [�0.7 ±�5.5]% 51.1 ± 3.8 [�1.7 ± 5.4]% [�3.1 ±�1.1]%

Dryness index 1.24 0.5% 10.2% Not Applicable
EF_nrd (unitless) Not Applicable 0.5 0.4% �7.0%
TCI (W/m2) Not Applicable 4.8 �1.8% 29.6%

aSoil moisture is in top 0.5m soil layers (vertically integrated). The 1850 column shows the absolute values, but the
other two columns show the change relative to 1850 climate. For basic climate variables (temperature, precipitation,
evapotranspiration, and soil moisture), the error range represents one standard deviations of interannual climate variability;
a negative change represents decrease in the standard deviation. For derived climate variables (dryness index, EF_nrd,
and TCI) interannual climate variability is not calculated (see text for details).
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6.2°C warmer, respectively. In the subsequent descriptions, the present-day climate change and future
climate change relative to preindustrial climate are referred as x(P)/z(F), e.g., 1.5°C (P)/ 6.2°C (F) for global land
temperature change. Both, mean precipitation and evapotranspiration, increase in the warming climate. It is
interesting to note that despite increased precipitation (2.3%(P)/11.3%(F)), mean root zone soil moisture
shows drying in both the present-day and future climates (�0.8%(P)/�0.4%(F)). Soil drying is likely driven by
the increase in evapotranspiration. In June, July, and August (JJA), soil drying (�1.3%(P)/�1.9%(F)) is greater
compared with annual average soil moisture changes.

Changes in North American climate are consistent with the global changes (Table 1). Annual average
precipitation and evapotranspiration increase in most areas except for Mexico (Figure 2). Changes in summer
climate (JJA) show some significant differences from the annual average climate changes, e.g., north central
United States and the Canadian Prairies experience reduced summer precipitation in the future climate
(Figure 3). Summer soil moisture is reduced in most areas in both present and future climates. The effects of

Figure 2. Basic climate variables in (left) 1850, and its changes: (middle) 2000–1850, and (right) 2100–1850 simulations. Stippling shows statistical significance of
mean difference at 95% confidence interval using Student t test.
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evapotranspiration on soil drying are evident in the summer climate changes. Evapotranspiration increases are
comparatively stronger (3.8%(P)/ 4.6%(F) in JJA), on average, than the precipitation increases (1.2%(P)/0.2%(F)
in JJA), leading to the dryer soil moisture conditions (�1.7%(P)/�3.1%(F) in JJA, Table 1). Evapotranspiration
changes are significant for several regions; high latitudes and parts of midlatitude regions in both present and
future climates, while the precipitation changes are mostly insignificant except for high-latitude regions, and
parts of Mexico in future climate (Figure 3).

Figure 4 and Table 1 depict how our land-related climate metrics change from preindustrial into the present-day
and future climates. Preindustrial DI values appear as one would expect with DI < 1 seen at northern latitudes
where evapotranspiration is limited by net surface radiation (Figure 4a). Across the eastern United States, DI is
close to 1 and in the southwestern United States DI > 2, indicating dry conditions. Mexico and the northern
latitude regions see an increase in DI in the present and future climates. The southwestern United States and
some portion of western United States, on the other hand, experience a significant decrease in DI, likely

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 for JJA.
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associated with the precipitation increase projected there (Figures 2b and 4a). Averaged across North America,
DI increases by less than 1% from preindustrial to present day and 10% by 2100 (Table 1).

EF_nrd and DI are inversely related, i.e., wetter regions have higher EF_nrd, and lower DI and vice versa
(Figures 4a and 4b). EF_nrd, however, brings out additional details of land-related climate change. For
example, by 2100, the eastern and central United States and the eastern and central Canada are projected to
see significantly decreased summer EF_nrd (toward drier conditions), a change that is not seen in DI change
maps. These details might also be related to a stronger ET response to climate change compared to
precipitation response (Table 1). Averaged across North America, summer EF_nrd is nearly unchanged and
decreases by 7%, in the present-day and future climates, respectively (Table 1).

Preindustrial JJA TCI spatial patterns in CCSM4 (Figure 4c) are similar to those reported in Dirmeyer [2011],
(calculated from offline land models forced with observed meteorology), with high TCI in central North
America and relatively lower TCI in eastern and western North America. The TCI change at present day is
regionally mixed and relatively small andmaymostly reflect the internal variability. By 2100, TCI has increased
over most of North America (+29.6%).

A number of studies have evaluated CCSM4 performances as a part of CMIP5 model evaluations; the relevant
summary is presented here. The twentieth century temperature trend in CCSM4 simulations is among highest
in CMIP5 models [Kumar et al., 2013a, 2013b, 2013c]. Meehl et al. [2012] have attributed the higher
temperature trend in CCSM4 to the indirect sulfate aerosol effects (not included in CCSM4 simulation) and
higher climate sensitivity to CO2 compared to its previous version. However, the 21st century temperature

Figure 4. Land-related climate metrics in 1850 climate (left column), and its changes: 2000–1850 (middle column) and 2100–1850 (right column) climate: (a) Dryness
Index (DI), (b) JJA Nonrainy Days Evaporative Fraction (EF_nrd), and (c) JJA Land-Atmosphere Terrestrial Coupling Index (TCI). The statistical significance of the
difference is calculated from bootstrap resampling of the 1850 data.
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trends in CCSM4 are closer to CMIP5 median trends [Kumar et al., 2013a, 2013b]; a result in line with Knutti
et al. [2010] finding that the projected change is only weakly related to the model’s skill in simulating the
historical climate. Sheffield et al. [2013] found that CCSM4 is among the better performing models for several
hydroclimatic indices evaluated for the later part of the twentieth century. The summer precipitation biases
in CCSM4 are generally within ±10% for most of North America except for Alaska (overestimation by 24%)
and Central America (underestimation by 39%).

The regional drying and wetting patterns largely follow the spatially heterogeneous response of precipitation
change in the 21st century climate projections [Cook et al., 2014]. The regional drying is further amplified by
the greater evaporative demand in the global warming scenario [Dai, 2011; Kumar et al., 2013b, 2014; Cook et al.,
2014]. Seager et al. [2013] found that CMIP5 models project dryer conditions over southwestern North America.
While there is consistency among CMIP5 model projections for the sign of precipitation change in the
Caribbean and Mexico region (decreased precipitation) and high-latitude regions (north of 60°, increased
precipitation); the models’ projections are highly uncertain in the western United States, parts of the eastern
United States, and central Canada, particularly in the summer [Maloney et al., 2014]. The CCSM4 wetting and
drying patterns shown in Figures 2 to 4 can be seen in view of the uncertainty range discussed above.

3.2. Land-Driven Climate Predictability and Its Change

Figure 5 shows the evolution of root-mean-square differences (RMSD, between prediction and control runs)
for a number of variables over the course of the forecast period. A 6 day running average was applied to both
control runs and predictability runs to reduce weather noise. The RMSD is calculated for each ensemble
member individually and then averaged across all ensemblemembers (14 × 15) in the respective land surface

Figure 5. (a–e) Root-mean-square difference (RMSD) in realistic and randomized land surface initializations—averaged
over the North America land regions shown in Figure 2. We calculate RMSD for May, June, and July initializations
individually and then average over the three initializations as a function of forecast lead time. Shaded regions show 95%
confidence interval uncertainty range.
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initialization sets (realistic and
randomized), and then averaged
across May, June, and July
initializations as a function of time
from each forecast initialization.

For all quantities considered (soil
moisture, ET, T, and P), the realistically
initialized forecasts show lower RMSD
relative to the randomized initialized
forecasts, particularly for the first
several days (Figures 5a–5d). The
RMSD initially drops, particularly for
soil moisture and evapotranspiration,
during first 1 to 2 weeks’ time period

before it starts growing again and reaches to a saturation stage later. This initial drop is a result of identical
atmosphere states overlying the different soil moisture states at the start of the forecast (see experiment
design [Dirmeyer et al., 2013a]), i.e., the similarities in the evolution of the atmosphere among ensemble
members in the first few days provide similar precipitation, radiation, etc. to the land surface, reducing the
initial soil moisture differences among ensemble members, also affecting surface fluxes and near-surface
atmospheric states. This effect lasts until error growth saturates the atmosphere, which takes approximately 2
to 3 weeks (shown later). For soil moisture, RMSD remains significantly lower (shaded regions do not overlap)
out to 35 days. For evapotranspiration the time scale of significantly lower RMSD is shorter (~20 days). For
temperature and precipitation the time scales are even shorter at ~15 days and ~10 days, respectively.
According to these perfect model results, a realistic land surface initialization could bring significant
improvements in the short-term forecasts.

Note that we are seeing a shorter time scale of soil moisture predictability (Figure 5a) for North America than
reported globally in Dirmeyer et al. [2013a] based on the same set of model experiments, where soil moisture
RMSD remains significantly lower for realistic initializations through the full 90 days forecast period. This
difference is due to the use of the top 0.5m soil depth analysis in this study compared to the 1m depth in the
Dirmeyer et al. [2013a] analysis. When 1m soil depth is considered, the predictability is similar (Figure 5e).
In CLM4 the top six soil layers constitute 0.5m depth, and the seventh soil layer is itself of 0.5m depth
contributing to 50% in 1m soil moisture [Oleson et al., 2010]. A longer memory is expected in deeper
soil layers because meteorological variability affects upper soil layers more than the deeper soil layers
[cf. Dickinson, 1988; Sala et al., 1992].

The land-driven predictability time scales for temperature and precipitation are lower in our study compared
to other similar studies [e.g., Xue et al., 2004; Koster et al., 2010; Kim andWang, 2012], where predictability time
scales were of the order of 2 to 3months or longer. Effects of model biases are discussed later (section 4).
There are two major differences between this study and other studies, which may lead to lesser predictability
in this study.

First, most other land-atmosphere interaction studies uses a fixed or observed sea surface temperature (SST)
as their boundary conditions, whereas a coupled ocean model predicts ocean states and fluxes in our study.
Figure 6 shows RMSD for global sea surface temperature using realistic and randomized land surface
initializations. The RMSD between control simulations SST and the forecasted SST rises quickly and reaches a
saturation stage of similar magnitude as over land in approximately 2 to 3 weeks’ time (Figures 6 and 5c).
Thus, although a perturbation (small or large) was introduced only in the land system, it quickly passes
through the chaotic climate system to all its components including oceans [Lorenz, 2006].

Second, our soil moisture perturbations are very small compared to other sensitivity studies. For randomized
land surface initializations the soil moisture perturbation is ~11% (Figure 5a), whereas sensitivity studies
use a much greater perturbations, e.g., 30% and 80% in Kim and Wang [2012]. Overall, this study is focused
toward the land predictability that can be realized in an operational coupled forecast system, e.g., Climate
Forecast System version 2 [ Saha et al., 2014] using realistic land surface initializations. The spatially aggregated
results shown in Figures 5 and 6 may hide important regional details that are discussed next.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5c for global oceans (75°S to 75°N latitudes).
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Figure 7 shows temperature forecast errors for a single grid cell in the eastern United States. It compares
forecast errors (ensemble mean forecast – control simulation) in realistic and randomized land initializations
in a specific case (n=1) and climate (1850). Please note that for n= 1 the statistical significance test described
in section 2.3 reduces to a standard t test. For the first 10 days the realistically initialized forecasts are closer to
the control simulations (forecast error ~0°C), whereas randomized land initialized forecast has significantly
higher error. After first 10 days the forecast errors are significantly different (95% uncertainty range do not
overlap) only intermittently between realistic and randomized land initializations, e.g., 39 to 42 days forecasts,
and 58 to 65 days forecasts, and the forecast errors (95% range) may or may not contain zero. Since this

Figure 7. A demonstration of the predictability metric for a single grid cell in the eastern United States. Figure shows
temperature forecast errors in realistic and randomized initializations for 90 days forecast. Error bars show 95% uncertainty
range estimate of mean forecasts using 14 ensembles each. The control simulation temperature (predictand) is shown on
the secondary y axis. This figure highlights that after first 10 days of forecasts period the forecast errors are significantly
different only intermittently (shown by circles), and the forecast errors curve mostly follows the predictand. This is a single
case in the 1850 climate simulations. Asterisk denotes multiplication sign i.e., �1 × control simulation.

Figure 8. Effects of realistic land surface initialization on soil moisture predictability for 1 June initial conditions. (left column) Soil moisture predictability as the
percentage of total number of days when realistic land surface initialization has significantly different forecast errors than randomized land surface initializations
in 1850 climate. (middle and right) The changes in soil moisture predictability difference for 2000 and 2100 climates relative to the 1850 climate. Significance is based
on bootstrap resampling with replacements of 1850 data (see text for details).
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occurs more than 5% of the time it may not be only due to chance. We suspect this is due to the dormant role
of the land in climate predictability, i.e., land predictability can be realized only when the atmospheric
conditions become right (an aspect not investigated in this study [see Guo et al., 2012]). In the following
analysis, we have added all such number of days for which realistic land initializations resulted in significantly
different forecast errors compared to randomized initializations.

After first 10 days the forecast errors are also significantly correlated with the control simulation temperature
(R2> 50%) for both realistic and randomized land initializations (Figure 7). This result possibly emphasizes a
greater role of atmosphere and ocean initializations compared to land initializations which is focus of this study.

Figures 8 and 9 show spatially explicit predictability for soil moisture and temperature, respectively, using 1 June
initializations. The spatial average values for North America and for all three initializations (May, June, and July)
are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The 95% predictability range based on 100 bootstrap resamples using the 1850
climate data is also shown (Tables 2 and 3). Some soil moisture and temperature predictability in the 1850
climate lie just outside the 95% predictability range (Table 2, first row and first three columns). This is particularly

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 for daily mean 2m air temperature.

Table 2. Soil Moisture Predictability in the Preindustrial, Present, and Future Climatesa

16 to 30 days 31 to 60 days 61 to 90 days
Row

AverageMay IC June IC July IC May IC June IC July IC May IC June IC July IC

Preindustrial
climate

88 90 90 58 61 65 37 46 43 64
(78–87) (78–88) (82–89) (48–58) (52–61) (56–65) (33–41) (41–48) (36–46)

Present day
climate

85 92 92 55 63 66 40 42 42 63

Future
climate

91 87 89 57 62 65 35 43 39 63

Average for
three climates

89 61 41

aNumbers shown in the parenthesis indicate the 95% range calculated from 100 bootstrap resamples with replacement
using preindustrial climate data. A predictability change is significant if predictability in the present and the future climate is
either lower or higher than 95% bootstrap resampling range. Overall significant change for North America is shown in italics.
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found at very high predictability (~90%), e.g., the soil moisture predictability for 16 to 30days forecast period,
and for very low predictability (~9%), e.g., the temperature predictability initialized on 1 June and verified at
61 to 90days. Hence, extreme values of predictability should be interpreted cautiously. Some medium
predictability is also at the edge of the uncertainty range, e.g., 31 to 60days for soil moisture predictability in
1850 climate. Please note the limitations in our bootstrap resampling due to limited data (section 2.3).
Fortunately, our main results are not biased due to this limitation (shown later). Predictability is aggregated
into three forecast periods: 16 to 30days, 31 to 60days, and 61 to 90days from the forecast initialization.
Predictability is expressed as the percentage of total days in the respective forecast period for which the realistic
land surface initializations have significantly different forecasts errors than do the forecasts using randomized
land surface initializations. This predictability metric is a liberal measure of land-driven climate predictability
because the climate forecasts initializedwith realistic land conditionsmay ormay not be closer to the predictand
(the control simulation) compared to the forecasts initialized with randomized land conditions (e.g., Figure 7).

The soil moisture predictability in the preindustrial climate is considerable even out to 90 days in some
regions (Figure 8, left). The spatially averaged soil moisture predictability in North America decreases from
89% of days for 16 to 30 day forecasts, to 61% for 31 to 60 days, and 41% for 61 to 90 days (Table 2). During
the 16 to 30 days forecast period, soil moisture predictability is significant across most of North America.
During the third month of the forecast (61 to 90 days) the soil moisture predictability regions shrink to mainly
central and western North America, which is a hot spot region for land-atmosphere interactions. The soil
moisture anomaly is likely to be sustained through soil moisture-precipitation feedback mechanisms
[Seneviratne et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2010; Kim and Wang, 2012]. The soil moisture predictability results for May
and July initializations are similar to the June initializations (Table 2).

The projected changes in soil moisture predictability for the present and the future climates are shown in
Figure 8 (right). Overall, North America mean soil moisture (SM) predictability is roughly the same in all the
considered climates (Table 2). Increases in predictability are mainly in regions that seem to fill gaps in the
region of low predictability in the 1850 climate simulations. Decreases are mainly confined to northern and
eastern parts of North America.

The temperature predictability is significantly higher during the 16 to 30days forecast period (46%) compared
with 31 to 60 days (16%) and 61 to 90 days forecasts periods (10%, Table 3). By linearly comparing the
temperature predictability with the soil moisture predictability (Tables 2 and 3), we conclude that 51% of the
soil moisture perturbations signal is effectively converted into a temperature signals for the 16 to 30 days
forecasts (temperature predictability, 46% divided by SM predictability, 89%). For 31 to 60 days and 61 to
90 days forecast periods, the conversion percentages are only 26% and 24%, respectively.

In the preindustrial climate, and during the 16–30 days forecast period (Figure 9, left column), temperature
predictability greater than 50% is found at several locations in North America; these regions do not
always coincide with the hot spot regions for land-atmosphere interaction, a result consistent with Global
Land-Atmosphere Coupling Experiment-2 [Koster et al., 2010] and other studies [e.g., Xue et al., 2010]. But, as
we progress into the second month of the forecasts, higher temperature predictability (compared to the
surrounding areas,>20%) is found in some parts of central North America, regions that generally coincide with

Table 3. Temperature Predictability in the Preindustrial, Present, and Future Climatesa

16 to 30 days 31 to 60 days 61 to 90 days
Row

AverageMay IC June IC July IC May IC June IC July IC May IC June IC July IC

Preindustrial
climate

53 35 48 15 12 16 09 09 09 23
(36–59) (27–45) (36–58) (13–24) (12–20) (14–26) (07–18) (10–18) (08–25)

Present day
climate

33 49 53 15 23 12 18 14 05 25

Future
climate

54 56 35 14 16 22 08 12 08 25

Average for
three climates

46 16 10

aNumbers shown in the parenthesis indicate the 95% range calculated from 100 bootstrap resamples with replacement
using preindustrial climate data. A predictability change is significant if predictability in the present and the future climate is
either lower or higher than 95%bootstrap resampling range. Overall significant change for North America is shown in italics.
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the hot spot regions for land-atmosphere interactions. For the 61 to 90days forecast period, higher temperature
predictability is found over the central United States for June initializations (Figure 9).

The effects of realistic land surface initialization on temperature predictability generally strengthen as the
climate warms (Figure 9 and Table 3). For June 16 to 30 days forecasts, temperature predictability increases
from 35% in the preindustrial climate to 49% in the present climate and 56% in the future climate (Table 3).
Increases in temperature predictability are seen for the second and third months as well (Table 3). The
increase in temperature predictability is most apparent in central North America for June initializations. The
temperature predictability changes are more spatially mixed for May and July initializations with significant
areas of increasing and decreasing predictability found (not shown).

It is also observed that an increase (decrease) in temperature predictability is found in the region where
temperature predictability was higher (lower) in the 1850 climate. A similar result for soil moisture predictability
change is discussed earlier. There could be possibly two reasons: (1) at a given location, if the maximum
predictability is achieved in the 1850 climate, then the predictability can either decrease or remain same
in the present-day and future climates, and vice versa for low-predictability regions; and (2) ensemble size
could be another issue [cf. Deser et al., 2012], not investigated here.

We repeated the analysis presented in Figures 8 and 9 without applying 6 day running average to forecast
and control simulations; results are shown in Figures S1 and S2 in the supporting information. We found
results similar to Figures 8 and 9, except that magnitudes of temperature predictability and its changes
were slightly weaker (less darker color) in the case where we do not apply the 6 day running average
(comparison of Figure 9 with Figure S2).

We also repeated the predictability analysis using R2 metric employed by Koster et al. [2010] (Figure S3) to study
sensitivity of the results to the predictability metric. We found differences in absolute temperature predictability
that depend on the selected predictability metric (Figures 9 and S3, left column) as the metrics measure two
different things: (1) are forecast errors significantly different between the forecasts initialized with realistic
land conditions and the forecasts with randomized land conditions (this study) versus (2) percentage of
observation/control simulations’ variance explained by the two forecasts and their differences [Koster et al.,
2010]. In general, the predictability metric employed in this study shows better results in terms of the spatial
cohesiveness and the extent of the temperature predictability in the 1850 climate. In terms of predictability
change in present-day and future climates, the R2 metric also shows increased temperature predictability in the
regions where low-land-driven temperature predictability was found in the 1850 climate, e.g., parts of west
and central United States and vice versa, e.g., parts of western Canada and Alaska. The predictability change
regions are also found similar (generally) between R2 metric, and the metric employed in this study. Hence, we
conclude that our predictability change results are generally robust against the selected predictability metric.

3.3. Attributions of Changes in Land-Driven Climate Predictability

The question that we attempt to address here is to attribute the potential cause of changes in land-driven
temperature predictability. To do that, we have calculated spatial correlations between the changes in
temperature predictability and changes in the land-related climate metrics in the corresponding month for
the June initializations and 16 to 30 days forecast period since that is where we see the biggest changes in
temperature predictability. The spatial correlations are calculated for those land data grid cells where the
temperature predictability change is statistically significant, which is about 40% of North America for the
present climate and 50% for the future climate (more than 1000 data points, Figure 9, first row and middle
and right columns). We found a higher pattern correlation in these areas compared to all land areas in North
America (shown later). We calculated the statistical significance of the pattern correlations by considering the
equivalent sample size principle in the independent variables (e.g., soil moisture, DI, EF_nrd, and TCI). The
equivalent sample size principle considers lag 1 autocorrelation in the data and accordingly reduces the
number of independent samples in the data [Zwiers and von Storch, 1995].

Table 4 shows correlations between temperature predictability changes and the soil moisture, DI, EF_nrd,
and TCI changes in the respective climate. For example, a pattern correlation is computed between the
temperature predictability change in the present climate (TPred2000–1850) and soil moisture change in the
present climate (SM2000–1850), and similarly between temperature predictability change in the future climate
(TPred2100–1850) and soil moisture change in the future climate (SM2100–1850).
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A significant positive correlation is found for EF_nrd changes in the present (correlation coefficient: 0.37)
and the future climate (correlation coefficient: 0.43; average of present and future climate correlation
coefficient: 0.40). DI shows significant negative correlations: �0.31 in the present climate and �0.38 in the
future climate (average of present and future climate correlation coefficient: �0.35). Please note that
EF_nrd and DI are inversely related, i.e., increase in EF_nrd indicates wet conditions, as does a decrease in
DI. A higher EF_nrd can also be interpreted as more soil water availability for evapotranspiration after the
rain events for longer duration, e.g., soil water availability in the eastern United States (Figure 4b, left).
We did not find significant correlation between soil moisture changes and the temperature predictability
changes, and TCI changes and the temperature predictability changes either in the present or future
climates (first row in Table 4, also discussed in section 4). Overall, the sign of the correlation coefficient
indicates that wetter climate conditions favor higher land-driven temperature predictability for the 16 to
30 days forecast period.

We repeated the predictability analysis for daily maximum and minimum temperature (T Max and T Min);
as land surface conditions are likely to have greater influence on daily maximum temperature through
evapotranspiration compared with the land surface influence on the minimum temperature. Results for
maximum and minimum temperature predictability changes are similar to the predictability change in the
mean temperature, e.g., highest predictability changes are found for June initializations and 16 to 30 days
forecasts period (not shown). The daily maximum temperature predictability changes show higher
correlation magnitudes with DI and EF_nrd changes than does the mean temperature. In contrast, the daily
minimum temperature predictability changes show lower correlation magnitudes with DI and EF_nrd
changes. For example, the pattern correlations between TMax predictability changes and EF_nrd changes is
0.52 (average of present and future climate) and the same for T Min is 0.30. A weak but positive pattern
correlation (0.22) is found between soil moisture changes and the T Max and T Min changes in the future
climate. These results confirm that the correlations between the temperature predictability changes and
the changes in land-related climate metrics (DI and EF_nrd) are through the land surface contribution
(most likely through evapotranspiration).

We also repeated the pattern correlation analysis for all land areas in North America (Table 5); results similar
to Table 4 is found but with generally weaker correlation magnitude. For example, the pattern correlation
between TMax changes and EF_nrd changes decreases from 0.52 in the significant predictability change areas
to 0.40 for all land areas in North America. These correlation magnitudes can be seen in view of larger sample
size (almost doubled) in the case of all land areas compared to only significant predictability change areas.

Table 4. The Pattern Correlations Between Temperature Predictability Changes (1 June ICS, 16 to 30 Days Forecast) and
Changes in Land-Related Climate Metrics (Soil Moisture, DI, EF_nrd, and TCI) in June Months in the Present/Future Climate
Except for DIa

Predictability
Change

In the Significant Predictability Change Areas in North America

SM Change DI Change EF_nrd Change TCI Change

T mean ��/�� �0.31/�0.38 0.37/0.43 ��/��
T max ��/0.23 �0.54/�0.52 0.54/0.51 0.17/��
T min ��/0.22 ��/�0.23 0.29/0.31 ��/�0.10

aDI changes are annual average climatological mean values. Only statistically significant correlations are shown (more
than 1000 data points). See text for details.

Table 5. Same as Table 4 but for All North America Land Areasa

Predictability
Change

In All North America Land Areas

SM Change DI Change EF_nrd Change TCI Change

T mean ��/0.15 �0.25/�0.24 0.37/0.31 ��/��
T max ��/0.16 �0.36/�0.34 0.44/0.37 ��/��
T min ��/0.16 �0.17/�0.14 0.29/0.22 ��/��

aDI changes are annual average climatological mean values. Only statistically significant correlations are shown (more
than 1000 data points). See text for details.
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In general, correlation without additional evidence does not mean causation. However, correlations
do allow us to formulate a hypothesis that can be proved or disproved by additional experiment
and/or analysis. Based on the pattern correlation analysis, we hypothesize that wetter climate favors
increased land-driven temperature predictability. Our present experiment set up allows us to test
this hypothesis.

We rearranged the predictability experiment ensembles into two groups: eight wet cases and seven dry cases
out of total 15 cases (14 × 2 ensemble each) using the predictand JJA soil moisture for North America
(spatially averaged) in each respective climate. Figure 10a shows the average difference between wet and dry
cases June soil moisture. The wetter conditions are found mostly in the midlatitude regions, namely, United
States, and some parts of central Canada. Some regions, e.g., northern high-latitude regions (north of 60°
latitudes) show a weak drying particularly in the present and future climates. Note that wet versus dry cases
are based upon the spatial average for North America JJA soil moisture, and these are not tied to the wet
conditions at every location. Hence, even in wet cases some regions may still show drying; although the
spatially averaged soil moisture for North America is greater than the dry cases. We did not perform this

Figure 10. Difference in temperature predictability between wet and dry cases in each climate: (a) Difference in June soil moisture; see text for details. (b) Difference
in temperature predictability. Daily mean 2m air temperature predictability for 1 June initial conditions are shown.
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analysis on a point-by-point basis instead of using continental average described above because in real word
or model simulation such idealized spatially coherent soil moisture anomalies do not exit (e.g., Figure 10a).

We calculated the effects of realistic land surface initialization on temperature predictability in wet and dry
cases separately using the same metric discussed in section 2.3. The only difference here is n becomes 8
for wet cases, and 7 for dry cases in formulae 1 to 7. Figure 10b shows 2m air temperature predictability
differences between wet and dry cases using 1 June initializations. We used the same bootstrap resampling
as in Figure 9 to calculate the statistical significance of the difference in temperature predictability. For the
16 to 30 days forecasts period, the midlatitude regions of the eastern and western United States show
significantly higher temperature predictability in wet cases, particularly in the preindustrial and the future
climate. Parts of eastern Canada also show higher temperature predictability in the wet cases. The regions of
wetting (Figure 10a) do not exactly correspond with the regions of predictability increases, e.g., in future
climate most soil moisture increases are found in central and southern United States and west of great lakes
regions, whereas most predictability increases are found in the eastern and western parts. This finding is in
line with the insignificant or weak correlation between soil moisture changes and temperature predictability
changes (Tables 4 and 5). The central USA show higher temperature predictability in both wet and dry cases
in the present-day and future climates (Figures S4 and S5 in the supporting information); hence, we do not
see significant predictability differences between wet and dry cases in the central U.S. Some high-latitude
regions such as the northwest Canada and parts of Alaska show lower temperature predictability in wet cases
(negative difference); these regions also experience a weak drying in wet cases (Figure 10a). Overall, 16–30 days
temperature forecast differences between wet and dry cases support our hypothesis.

As the forecast progresses into the second month (31 to 60 days), the positive difference between wet and
dry cases becomes smaller (Figure 10b and Table 6). During the third month of the forecast, the wet cases
have lower temperate predictability than do the dry cases. This negative difference mainly comes through
higher temperature predictability in dry cases compared to minimal temperature predictability in wet cases
in parts of the central United States (Figures S4 and S5). Overall, temperature predictability differences
between wet and dry cases in the United States drops from 15% in 16 to 30 days forecast period to 1% in
31 to 60 days forecast period, and �10% in 61 to 30 days forecast period (Table 6). These results indicate
that the wet conditions have higher short-term predictability (16 to 30 days), whereas dry conditions are
associated with higher long-term predictability (61 to 90 days).

4. Discussion
4.1. Effects of Model Biases and/or Model Dependency

Several studies [e.g., Koster et al., 2004, 2012; Guo et al., 2006] have demonstrated that there is significant
intermodel spread inmodel diagnosed land-atmosphere coupling strength and the impact of land-atmosphere
interactions on short-term climate predictability. Dirmeyer et al. [2013a] found that CCSM4 appears to lie at
the weaker end of the land-atmosphere coupling strength spectrum, so it is possible that the results
reported here are conservative in their estimate of projected changes in land-driven predictability. We
have reported some objective measures, e.g., over North America about half of soil moisture anomaly
signal is effectively converted into temperature predictability for 16 to 30 days forecast period, and
approximately 25% of soil moisture signal is converted into temperature predictability for months 2 and
3 forecasts, which could be compared to or contrasted with other models’ results to gain further insights
into land-atmosphere coupling spread.

Table 6. The Difference BetweenWet and Dry Cases for June Soil Moisture and 2m Air Temperature Predictability (1 June
Initializations, Unit Percent of Days) in the United Statesa

1850 2000 2100 Row Average

June Soil Moisture Difference (% of Saturation), USA
Soil Moisture 1.9 3.5 2.4 2.6

Temperature Predictability Difference (1 June Initializations), USA
16-30 days 13.6 7.6 23.5 14.9
31-60 days �0.2 8.3 �5.5 0.9
61-90 days �4.0 �13.8 �13.5 �10.4

aRegions are outlined in Figure 9. See text for details.
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We have also attempted to explore the potential causes for changes in land-driven climate predictability and
verified the hypothesis that wetter climate favor greater sub-seasonal temperature predictability over
mid-latitude North America. This is an important hypothesis that has implications for studying inter-annual
variability in land-driven climate predictability [e.g., Guo and Dirmeyer, 2013]. This may also inform deployment
of soil moisture monitoring networks and their expected benefits to the seasonal forecast operations in a
given year. This hypothesis is different from the ‘wet versus dry initialization cases’ hypothesis investigated in
Koster et al. [2010, 2012]. Instead of considering the wet versus dry initial land conditions, this study considers
mean climate for the ensuing summer. However, the hypothesis remains to be tested using other models’
and observationally based estimates. A recent study also found higher land-atmosphere coupling strength in
wet year compared to dry year in Australia [Hirsch et al., 2014a].

4.2. Predictability Change and Its Correlation With Land-Related Climate Metrics

While some metrics, e.g., DI and EF_nrd changes, show significant pattern correlations with the temperature
predictability changes, similar correlations are not found for other metrics, e.g., soil moisture and TCI changes.
A nonlinear relationship between changes in soil moisture and changes in evapotranspiration can play a
role here [Seneviratne et al., 2010; Koster et al., 2012]. For example, a small wetting or drying in the eastern
United States may not result in significantly different ET responses as ET is limited by the available energy in the
regions, whereas similar magnitude of wetting or drying in the central and western United States can show
significant ET responses as these regions are not limited by the available energy, and these regions are in
the sensitive zone for soil moisture and ET interactions. Further, a detailed metric like EF_nrd carefully takes
out the days when land-atmosphere interactions are likely to be small or insignificant, such as cloudy and
rainy days [Tang and Leng, 2013].

4.3. Effects of Climate Change and Land Use Change

Land-driven temperature predictability has shown a small increase (9%, Tables 4 and 5) in the present climate
and the future climate compared with preindustrial climate. Also, the temperature predictability change
regions happen to coincide with land use change regions in North America; the mechanism is not clear to
us; an aspect that warrants further investigation. A recent study finds a decrease in land-atmospheric
coupling strength due to land use change in Australia based on modeling results [Hirsch et al., 2014b];
however, it does not explain a physical basis for the decrease in land-atmosphere coupling strength.

There are other sources of predictability changes in the future climate. DelSole et al. [2014] found that
El Niño-Southern Oscillations (ENSO)-related predictability can decrease due to decrease in ENSO variability in
the future climate simulated by CCSM4, a result that is model dependent [Collins et al., 2010]. DelSole et al. also
found that drier conditions lead to increased temperature variance that can contribute toward reduced
temperature predictability in several land regions, namely, southern Africa, northeast South America, and
Mexico. Melting of sea ice contributes to increased temperature predictability [DelSole et al., 2014].

5. Conclusions

We performed comprehensive climate predictability experiments using a fully coupled community climate
system model (CCSM4) to assess land surface contributions to subseasonal to seasonal climate forecasts.
Ninety day ensemble forecasts were performed using realistic and randomized initial land surface states
keeping initial atmosphere and ocean conditions the same. The realistic land surface initializations resulted
in generally decreased forecast errors (cf. Figure 5). Predictability is defined as the number of days in
which realistic land initializations give significantly different forecast errors than the forecast errors from
randomized land initializations. We found the spatially averaged soil moisture predictability in North America
to be as follows: 89% of days for the 16 to 30 days forecast period, 61% of days for the 31 to 60 days forecast
period, and 41% of days for the 61 to 90 days forecast period. We also found that 50% of the soil moisture
perturbation signal is effectively converted into temperature predictability for the 16 to 30 days forecast
period, and approximately 25% of soil moisture signal is converted into temperature predictability for the
second and third month forecasts. We have also assessed the effects of climate change on climate
predictability. We found significant changes in the spatial distributions of temperature predictability in the
present and future climates compared to the preindustrial climate. Although, the spatial average changes for
North America were rather small (<10%).
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In North America, the spatial changes in temperature predictability are significantly correlated with
dryness index (correlation coefficient: �0.35) and nonrainy day evaporative fraction (correlation
coefficient: 0.40) for the 16 to 30 day forecast period, which suggest that a wetter climate favors higher
land surface contributions to the temperature predictability. We tested the hypothesis by resorting
the experiments ensemble members by soil moisture anomaly and found support for the hypothesis
over the midlatitude regions in the short-term forecasts period (16 to 30 days). Based on the analysis
presented in this study, we make a case for multimodel predictability experiments to overcome the
issue of model biases/dependencies.
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